This study assessed factors that could predict dentists’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviour towards hepatitis B virus (HBV). A total of 300 dentists in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran were surveyed and their demographic, educational and office characteristics were analysed in relation to their scores on knowledge about HBV, self-reported attitudes towards treating people infected with HBV and actual behaviour towards treating simulated HBV-positive patients. Having a Master’s degree, faculty membership, taking ≥ 3 continuing education courses, wearing eye-shields, spending more time on preparing dental units and higher self-confidence about knowledge predicted better knowledge. A positive attitude was associated with having attended more courses and working in group practice. The number of courses and a
shorter dental unit preparation time positively affected dentists’ behaviour.

Facteurs de risque influant sur les connaissances des dentistes en matière d'hépatite B et leurs attitudes et volonté de soigner des patients positifs pour l'hépatite B

RÉSUMÉ La présente étude visait à évaluer les facteurs permettant de prédire les connaissances, les attitudes et le comportement des dentistes vis-à-vis du virus d'hépatite B. Au total, 300 dentistes à Téhéran (République islamique d'Iran) ont participé à une enquête tandis que leurs caractéristiques démographiques, académiques et professionnelles ont été analysées en lien avec leurs scores pour les connaissances sur le virus de l'hépatite B, pour leurs attitudes autodéclarées concernant les soins accordés aux personnes infectées par ce virus et pour leur comportement réel de soignant envers les patients ayant prétendu être infectés. Être titulaire d'un diplôme de Master, être membre d'une faculté, avoir suivi au moins trois cours de formation continue, porter des lunettes de sécurité, passer plus de temps à préparer les unités dentaires et avoir davantage d'assurance sur ses connaissances étaient des facteurs prédicifs d'un niveau de connaissances supérieur. Une attitude positive était associée à une participation à davantage de formations et à une activité exercée au sein d'un groupement médical. Le nombre de formations et un temps de préparation de l'unité dentaire plus court influençait positivement sur le comportement des dentistes.
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Introduction

Hepatitis B is a serious global public health threat and is estimated to kill about 1 million people annually (1–5). The hepatitis B virus (HBV) is about 50 to 100 times more infectious than HIV (6). This might deter clinicians from treating HBV-positive patients (7), even though it is unethical and in some countries illegal to refuse treatment to HBV patients (1,8). Clinicians’ reluctance to treat infected patients could also have serious implications for public health (9); for example, there is a greater risk of cross-contamination if patients conceal their disease status (1,3,9,10).
Despite these issues, many dentists still refuse to treat patients suffering from bloodborne diseases (8) due to dentists' higher exposure risks than the general public and even other health-care professionals (1,2,4,5,7,9,11–14). Dentists' unwillingness cannot be tackled by legal penalties (8) but by improvements in attitude (9,15,16), which might be a reflection of improved knowledge and confidence (9,10,15,16). Factors influencing clinicians’ attitude and willingness to treat HBV-positive patients and their knowledge about hepatitis B can be used to improve the quality and ethics of dental practice, to improve patients' lives and to reduce cross-contamination risks. Such information is of value to clinicians, academics and policy-makers worldwide. However, to the best of our knowledge, research into these factors has not been reported before in the English language literature.

In a previous report of the same research, we described Tehran dentists' knowledge about hepatitis and HBV, their self-reported attitudes towards people with HBV and their actual behaviour towards treating simulated HBV-positive patients (7). In this paper, we report the demographic, educational and office factors influencing dentists’ knowledge, attitudes and behaviour.

**Methods**

**Sampling**

This 2-phase cross-sectional study was performed on 300 dentists including 189 general practitioners with a general dentist qualification [Doctor of Dental Medicine (DDM)/Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS)/Doctor of Medicine in Dentistry (DMD)] and 111 specialists with a Master of Science in Dentistry (MSD), who were randomly selected from the more than 6000 dentists practising in Tehran. A total of 392 dentists were selected and visited and/or called until the desired sample size was reached. The inclusion criterion was practising dentistry in Tehran. The exclusion criteria were not being available at the scheduled session or refusal to participate in the second session (92 dentists were excluded). Each included dentist (n = 300) participated in both phases of the study. More details about the sampling are given in our earlier report (7).

Dentists could state their refusal to participate at any time and they would be excluded. No personal identifiers or occupational data were collected. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the internal review board of the institution.

**Data collection**

**First phase: evaluation by simulated patients**

In the first phase, dentists' behaviour in terms of their actual willingness to treat patients infected
with HBV was directly observed by 2 final-year undergraduate female dental students (aged about 23 years old) who acted as simulated patients. Each observer visited and evaluated 150 dentists. At the time of registration and before the dental examination, the observers declared that they were bloodborne HBV-positive. Afterwards the dentists' reactions were recorded (9) and their willingness to treat the simulated patient was scored on a 4-point scale from 0 (absolutely refused) to 4 (absolutely agreed). Further details of the methods have been described elsewhere (7).

**Second phase: interviews using knowledge and attitude questionnaires**

About 1 week later, each observer visited the dentists who had been surveyed by the other observer, and interviewed them face-to-face regarding their knowledge and attitudes using a structured questionnaire which also collected demographic data and office characteristics.

The knowledge-oriented questionnaire was designed by a panel of experts and included 18 questions regarding diagnostic criteria and management of HBV infection. The maximum obtainable score was 44. Some questions had a score of 1 and some had higher scores (different weights) (7). The attitude-oriented questionnaire included 13 questions with 4 Likert-scale answers, (scored from 3 to 0 for each question) which represented the extent of dentists’ attitudes towards and willingness to participate in treating HBV-positive patients (7,9).

The following data about the dentists were also recorded:

- demographic profile: age; sex; office district (Tehran south, west, east, centre and north, as a proxy for economic status).

- office characteristics: type of office (solo practice usually charging higher fees, or group practice in a clinic with different departments, usually charging patients lower fees, or both); number of personnel working at the office.

- the dentists’ self-reported infection control practices, namely: wearing dental masks, latex gloves, dental glasses/eye-shields; estimated time to prepare the dental unit for the next patient; and available sterilization units (autoclave, oven or both) (7).
education and experience: qualifications [general dentist (DDM)/(DDS)/(DMD) versus specialist (MSD)]; work experience (self-confidence: self-rated knowledge of hepatitis B (rated on a 4-point Likert scale from very poor to very good).

major source of information regarding hepatitis B (books, articles, media, classes).

vaccination status: completed 3-course HBV vaccination; checked hepatitis B surface antigen antibody (antiHBs) status.

**Statistical analysis**

For the risk-factor analyses, bivariate and multivariate analyses were performed. Data were missing regarding the country of education in MSD programmes as most dentists only had a general dentistry degree; thus this variable was excluded from the multivariate models in order to avoid decreasing the sample size to 111 cases; its effect was assessed (along with the effects of other variables) only using Spearman correlation coefficient. Predictors of knowledge and attitude (their total scores entered as continuous variables) were analysed using stepwise and single-model linear regression analysis. Behaviour predictors were modelled in an ordinal logistic regression. The behaviour score was also dichotomized into agreeing to treat and not agreeing to treat the simulated patient (7) and the association of the independent variables with the binary behaviour scores were assessed using binary logistic regression.

The statistical software used was SPSS, version 20.0. The level of significance was set at $P \leq 0.05$.

**Results**

The mean age of participants was 43.9 (SD 7.3) years, and 211 (70.3%) of them were males. The educational and occupational characteristics of the sample are reported in our earlier paper (7). Briefly, 19.3% had graduated from foreign universities with a general dentistry qualification and 7.0% were foreign graduates with a specialist (Master’s) degree, 83.3% had > 6 years of clinical experience, 19.7% had academic teaching experience, 38.7% had attended continuing education courses > 3 times and 41.3% had attended such courses within the previous 2 years. Of the participants, 88.3% had been vaccinated against hepatitis B but only 55.0% had had their antibody titre tested.
No significant correlations were found between the dentists’ place of graduate education and any of the dependent variables (Spearman coefficient, all P values > 0.5) (Table 1). The Spearman correlation coefficient indicated significant associations between dentists’ knowledge and the following variables: MS degree; number of continuing education courses attended; duration since last course; faculty membership; time assigned to prepare the dental chair/unit for patients; using eye-shields; and vaccination status. The only variable that significantly correlated with attitude was the number of courses attended. Behaviour was correlated (negatively) only with being vaccinated (Table 1).

**Knowledge**

Overall, the mean knowledge score of dentists was 32.1% (SD 15.7%) of the highest possible score. All the variables including attitude and knowledge were modelled in a backward-selection multiple regression analysis. The final regression model identified 5 predictors for knowledge (adjusted R2 = 0.115, F = 8.739, P Table 2): having an MSD degree; attended ≥ 3 continuing education courses; having very good self-confidence concerning knowledge of hepatitis B; using eye-shield/glasses; and time taken to prepare the dental unit for each patient.

A new model was tested with factors that might theoretically affect knowledge: sex; age; degree; place of graduation; experience; faculty membership; number of courses attended; time elapsed since the last course; confidence about knowledge; and sources of information. The model was then manually optimized (adjusted R2 = 0.101, F = 5.187, P Table 3).

**Attitude**

Overall, the mean attitude score of dentists was 51.2% (SD 9.3%) of the highest possible score. All the variables including knowledge and behaviour were entered into the backward-selection multiple regression analysis as potential predictors. The final model which had the greatest adjusted R2 value (R2 = 0.035, F = 4.595, P = 0.004) identified 2 significant predictors for attitude (Table 2): working in group practice; and number of courses attended.

When all the variables (including knowledge and behaviour) were entered into a single regression model, only working in group practice with other dentists was a significant predictor of attitude (β = 0.183, P = 0.017).

**Behaviour**
Overall, the mean behaviour score of dentists was 64.3% (SD 26.7%) of the highest possible score. All the variables including knowledge and attitude were modelled in a series of backward-selection multiple binary logistic regressions. Dentists who had not received hepatitis B vaccination (compared with those who were vaccinated) (OR 0.38; 95% CI: 0.16–0.90), those who had had their titres tested (OR 2.31; 95% CI: 1.35–3.96), and clinicians who had attended ≥ 3 continuing education courses (compared with dentists who had attended Table 4).

All the variables (including knowledge and attitude) were entered into a multiple ordinal logistic regression. Afterwards, the model was optimized (Table 5). The results showed that clinicians with general dentist qualifications were more likely to treat HBV-positive patients than were specialist dentists with an MSD degree (OR 0.60; 95% CI: 0.37–0.98). The positive associations of the number of courses (OR 1.86; 95% CI: 1.14–3.02) and the negative association of vaccination were again confirmed (OR 0.46; 95% CI: 0.22–0.98). Better behaviour was associated with dentists working at dental offices that had unit preparation times

Table 5).

**Discussion**

The multivariable analyses of the study findings indicated that knowledge about hepatitis B was better among dentist who were MSD degree holders, academic faculty members, had taken more continuing education courses, used dental eye-shields, would put more time into preparing their dental units for each patient and had higher self-confidence about their knowledge. A positive attitude towards people with HBV was more frequent in dentists attending more courses and those working in group practice clinics along with other dentists. The number of courses taken positively affected dentists’ behaviour as well. Foreign-graduated dentists were more likely to reject HBV-positive patients. A higher rate of willingness to accept HBV-positive patients was found in dentists practising at offices that prepared the unit for the next patient faster (Surprisingly, dentists who were immunized against HBV were about 2.5 times more likely to reject treatment for HBV-positive patients. On the other hand, a confirmed antibody titre improved dentists’ willingness to treat patients about 2.3-fold. In view of the lack of any similar studies on risk factors for dentists’ knowledge, attitude, and behaviour towards hepatitis B, we can only speculate about the explanation for this. Unvaccinated dentists might be less knowledgeable about the hazards of HBV and its cross-contamination or they might be risk-takers who care less about their own and their patients’ safety. Dentists who are vaccinated might be more knowledgeable or more cautious and this might discourage them from delivering dental care to HBV-positive patients unless they are certain of their titre elevation after immunization. Hepatitis B vaccination can fail to produce proper levels of immunization and antibody titres need to be assessed (3,17). Dentists should be taught that it is their antibody titre that matters, not only their vaccination status. Checking antibody status could be made mandatory, as it deals not only with dentists’ health but also with prevention of cross-infection to
Dentists’ willingness to treat the simulated HBV-positive patients also increased with clinical experience (14). Attendance at postgraduate courses has been shown to improve dentists’ willingness to treat AIDS patients (18), similar to our results for HBV. The number of continuing education courses attended by dentists was the only factor in our study that boosted all domains: knowledge, attitudes and behaviour. Taking continuing education courses is one of the major ways to remain licensed to practise dentistry in the Islamic Republic of Iran. However, there are other ways to remain licensed to work, such as attending conferences or taking part in certain journals’ tests. After 5 years has elapsed since graduation, every dentist needs to do such activities annually to keep their licence. Dentists graduated in other countries (mostly Eastern Europe or Asia) had a tendency to reject HBV-positive patients. It seems that dentists who work or graduate in countries with higher risks of bloodborne or sexually transmitted infections need to be educated better through extra courses. This is confirmed by the positive effect of such courses on acceptance of HBV-positive patients, when other factors were held constant.

Interestingly, knowledge had no association with dentists’ willingness to deliver dental care to a simulated HBV-positive patient. This is similar to studies on patients with HCV (19) and HIV (9), but contrasts with other research on HIV (20) and HCV (16). In line with the findings of another study on willingness to treat patients with AIDS (8), but in contrast to our own findings on AIDS patients (9), we found that working in a clinic with other dentists encouraged dentists to show more positive behaviour and attitudes towards HBV-positive patients. A longer period of work experience negatively affected United Kingdom dentists’ attitudes (8) and Iranian dentists’ attitudes and behaviour concerning AIDS patients (9). Nevertheless, it did not affect attitudes and behaviours related to treating HBV patients in this study. No other studies have assessed these factors in order for us to compare the results.

Limitations and strengths

Some constraints limited the current study. It is interesting that the variation of self-reported attitudes towards HBV was much narrower than the variability of behaviour towards actual patients. This implies that dentists’ behaviour is affected by many uncontrollable factors, rather than merely reflecting their attitudes and beliefs. This indicates the need for direct observations instead of relying on self-declared attitudes in interviews.

An advantage of this study was that the multivariable models benefited from the inclusion of numerous different variables which allowed us to control for many confounders. Thus, the results are more reliable compared with the bivariate statistics used in previous studies on
knowledge, attitudes and behaviour. However, the study design would be improved if some variables were assessed in more detail. For example, future studies should record dentists’ work experience or the duration since last education course in years and not as dichotomized variables, as the latter discards useful details. It should be noted that the adjusted R2 values were small, indicating that better models with larger samples and more controls are still needed.

The strengths and limitations of our simulated patient methods have been discussed in more detail in a previous article (9) and in the earlier paper on this same research (7). Another limitation of the survey methods was the method of assessing attitudes, since the interviews were face-to-face and dentists might have been biased towards giving more favourable answers, even though they had been told that their personal information would not be recorded. However, this limitation would not have affected responses to the knowledge or behaviour parts of the study.

To our knowledge this is the first study of knowledge, attitudes and behaviour towards HBV which did not rely on mass-survey methods. The generalizability of the findings might be limited by different practice requirements and public health policies of different countries regarding universal precautions and obligatory vaccination policies. For example, vaccination of dentists is obligatory in many countries but not in the Islamic Republic of Iran, although vaccination of dentists (and the general public) is encouraged because the vaccine is available free of charge. On the other hand, policies on universal precautions in Islamic Republic of Iran follow similar standards to many other countries and this favours the generalizability of the findings.

Conclusions

As expected, better knowledge was found among Master’s degree holders, faculty members and dentists who had taken more courses, as well as those who used dental eye-shields and who put more time into preparing dental units, as well as dentists with higher self-confidence about their knowledge. Working in teams and attending more courses was associated with a better attitude towards patients with HBV. The number of courses also seemed to positively affect dentists’ behaviour. Dentists graduated from the Islamic Republic of Iran were more willing to treat HBV-positive patients than were foreign-graduated dentists. Clinicians who worked in offices that needed a longer time for preparing the dental unit for the next patient were less likely to welcome patients. Interestingly, vaccination status alone did not facilitate the acceptance of HBV-positive patients (and in fact worsened the case). Thus, emphasis should be placed on antibody titre assessment, which was a factor contributing positively to dentists' acceptance of HBV-positive patients. Since the results of this and our previous study show that attending postgraduate courses can improve dentists' behaviour and attitudes, obligatory courses regarding hepatitis, AIDS and infection control for dentists can be recommended in the Islamic Republic of Iran, and as far as our results could be generalized to other countries, in other regions as well.
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